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What does this study do and how?

• Map rules on responsibility and independence of
– Accountants/auditors, lawyers and tax advisors
– At national, EU, and international levels

• Case study jurisdictions: United Kingdom,
Germany, Luxembourg, Cyprus, Switzerland,
British Virgin Islands, and United States of America
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Independence and Responsibility

• Key concepts identifying obligations of
intermediaries
– To their clients
– In wider public interest



Independence – Auditors

• Derives from obligation of independence of auditors
– Absence of conflicts of interest
– Absence of financial or other dependence on the audit client (company

being audited)
– Not having relationships with clients that could impair auditor’s

• objectivity
• ability to identify and disclose any irregularities revealed by

auditor’s work
• Reflects auditor’s obligation to act impartially in interests of

stakeholders in company being audited
• Strengthened by Directive 2014/56/EU prohibiting provision of

service such as tax advising to audit client and related entities in
EU – from June 2016



Independence

• This independence from the client does not
apply to other intermediaries

• Key elements of independence for accountants,
lawyers and tax advisors
– Avoidance of conflicts of interest
– Financial independence from third parties

• Special case for lawyers: legal professional
secrecy / privilege
– Obligation to protect confidential information of client

as against third parties



Independence and Tax Advice

• Alternative view of tax lawyers
– Role to help clients fulfil civic duty to determine their

tax obligations accurately (from US in 1950s)

– Gives view of tax lawyers as both
• Advocates (for their clients), and
• Trustees

– To assist clients in complying with the law and its
purpose

– To protect the integrity of the legal system

• Feasible role as gatekeeper for the tax system?



Gatekeeper role for tax advisers?

• Adviser still acts for client – in interest of client
– But adds monitoring and guidance
– Can withhold services that facilitate wrongdoing
– But not a whistle-blower

• Compare AML exception for legal professional
secrecy

• US requirement (Circular 230)
– Tax opinions may only be issued if concluding that a

transaction would be ‘more likely than not’ to succeed
if challenged



Gatekeeper role for tax advisers?

• UK Professional Conduct in Relation to Taxation
(PCRT) – for tax advisors
– Standard on advising on tax planning requested by

UK government
– Requires members not to promote tax planning to

achieve results that are
• “contrary to the clear intention of Parliament” or
• “highly artificial or highly contrived” seeking to exploit

shortcomings in laws
– Not expected to affect the vast majority of tax advice
– Does not override legal privilege or statutory or

professional regulation



Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
Legislation

• 3rd AML Directive (2005, based on 2003 FATF
Recommendations)
– Being replaced by 4th AML Directive (2015, from 2012 FATF

Recommendations) – by June 2017
– FATF Recommendations agreed to by all countries in case

studies

• Money laundering:
– Converting or transferring property derived from criminal activity

• In order to disguise or conceal origin of the property or
• To assist anyone in committing or evading consequences of the

activity,
• As well as concealing the nature, ownership, location, etc. of such

property, or acquiring or possessing such property

FATF = Financial Action Task Force, based in OECD



AML Legislation and Tax

• Criminal activity – defined in terms of predicate
offences

• Now include all serious offences:
– Offences subject to

• maximum penalty of one year in prison, or
• minimum penalty of six months in prison

• 4th AML Directive
– Predicate offences expressly include tax crimes

(direct and indirect tax) with these penalties



AML Legislation and Intermediaries

• EU Directives
– Obligations on auditors, accountants, legal professionals

and tax advisors for all activities
– Customer due diligence: at start of relationship and on

going, subject to level of risk
– Report suspicions of criminal activity without disclosure

to client
• Except where legal professional secrecy applies

– Ascertaining client’s legal position, representing client in
judicial proceedings or advising on proceedings

– 4th Directive: entities’ records of beneficial ownership
• Available for intermediaries’ due diligence inquiries



Auditors/ Accountants

• Independence:
– Absence of conflicts of interest
– Financial independence and awareness of risks

• Responsibility:
– Accountant: Provide services with professional competence,

integrity, and maintaining confidentiality
• Also a responsibility to act in interest of public
• Subject to confidentiality requirements

– Auditor: verify that the accounts of a company present a true
and fair view of the financial position of the company



Auditors/Accountants

• Accounting profession mostly self-regulated, often with
external oversight
– Auditors are more strongly regulated

• In most countries, the accounting profession has
guidelines for conduct
– Not binding by law
– Breaches may be investigated by supervisory bodies
– Requirements weaker in tax haven countries

• In most countries, accountants are permitted to provide
tax advice
– Auditors restricted from providing tax advice under

Directive 2014/56/EU



Independence and Responsibility
of Auditors/Accountants
• UK: Anyone can call themselves an accountant irrespective

of professional qualification – qualification needed for
external auditors

• Germany: Auditors allowed to provide tax advice. Unclear
whether this will continue after EU/2014/56

• Luxembourg: Well known as a tax haven
– Very few requirements regarding independence and

responsibility
– Tax planning and compliance at core of services accountants

provide
– Bank secrecy de facto eliminated, but Luxembourg still tries to

protect secrecy in other areas
• Example: prosecuting whistle-blowers who unveiled LuxLeaks

tax rulings - two former employees of PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) and an investigative journalist





Independence and Responsibility
of Auditors/Accountants

• Cyprus: Centre for investment in countries of former
Soviet Union (partly due to favourable tax treaties)
– Accountants and auditors can provide trust and company

services to third parties
– Tax returns of companies must be based on audited

financial statements
• Switzerland: Accounting firms market tax schemes

heavily, promoting Switzerland as a location for
centralization of operations
– Called ‘TESCM’ = tax-efficient supply chain management
– TESCM model enables companies to reduce effective tax

rates from 35% to less than 15% after restructuring



Website of a Big-4 firm marketing
tax schemes in Switzerland



Independence and Responsibility
of Auditors/Accountants

• BVI: Highly favoured as a tax haven, as seen in
Panama papers
– Time needed to set up an offshore company:

• 2 to 3 days.
– No regulated accounting or auditing profession.

• BVI Professional Services Act proposed in 2015, but
not yet passed



Auditor/Accountant enforcement

• Typically there is a self-regulatory professional
body to enforce the conduct requirements

• Sanctions
– Usually include reprimands, fines, suspension or

expulsion
– Some countries (Germany) have maximum fine

• Little information on level of enforcement, less
on cases related to tax advice
– Significant enforcement penalties imposed in UK
– No domestic regulatory bodies in BVI

• Reliance on international accountancy bodies



Lawyers

• Independence: Lawyers’ being able to represent
the interests of their clients independent from
external influence of third parties, especially
governments.

• Responsibility: Act in the interest of the client
– Professional obligation to protect client confidentiality,

together with legal professional secrecy/privilege
– Client confidentiality may need to be breached under

AML regulations
– Professional secrecy generally overrides AML

regulations except where lawyer is giving advice for
the purposes of money laundering



Lawyer enforcement

• Typically there is a self-regulatory professional body to
enforce the conduct requirements

• Sanctions
– Usually range from reprimands or warnings to fines, suspension

or expulsion
– Several countries have maximum fines

• Few countries provide much information on level of
enforcement

• Significant enforcement activity in UK
– Self regulation provided in BVI

• But disciplinary bodies not yet set up
– Limited regulation by Financial Services Commission (FSC)

• $400,000 fine on Mossack Fonseca in 2016 (~ €370,000)



BVI still has not set
up any organization
to discipline lawyers
under Legal
Profession Act, 2015



Tax advisors

• Profession of tax advisor is not separately defined in most
countries

• Many tax advisors are members of other self-regulated
professional bodies

• Tax advisors may have voluntary professional body
– No statutory regulation, but may have conduct guidelines

• Responsibility: providing tax services with professional
competence, integrity, and maintaining confidentiality

• Independence: Financial independence and professional
independence through avoidance of conflicts of interest,
especially when providing consultation to the Government
regulatory bodies like HMRC or IRS



Tax advisors – enforcement

• Professional tax advisor bodies typically have
disciplinary powers
– Fines through expulsion from profession

• Active regulation in UK, even though profession is
voluntary (CIOT)
– In 2015: 54 complaints, 2 censures, 1 suspension,

1 expulsion



Regulation of tax advice through
tax law

• UK: DOTAS and POTAS regimes, etc.
• DOTAS – Disclosure of tax avoidance schemes

– Professionals promoting to taxpayers a tax planning
scheme that falls within one of the ‘hallmarks’ must
report the scheme to HMRC

– Tax payers using such a scheme must report the
scheme number

– Penalties up to £1 million, being publicly identified as
a ‘monitored’ promoter, and enhanced information
powers for HMRC against the professional



Regulation of tax advice through
tax law

• POTAS – Promoter of tax avoidance scheme
– Tax professionals who fails to comply with DOTAS

requirement risk being labelled a POTAS
– Expected to work mainly through a strong deterrence

effect
• Professionals who help others evade UK tax in

relation to offshore income or assets
– Face fines of up to 100% of the tax they helped

evade



Impact of DOTAS/POTAS scheme

“Most advisers have already
distanced themselves as far as
possible from such (tax
avoidance) activities. But the
HMRC threat to go after
advisers and other
organisations and people who
enable tax avoidance
schemes will give pause for
thought.”
– Chairman of Helm Godfrey, a
wealth management firm



UK Criminal Finances Bill
(proposed legislation)

• New offences for corporate failure to prevent the facilitation of UK
and foreign tax

• New offences apply where there is:
– Criminal tax evasion by a taxpayer
– Criminal facilitation of the evasion by an ‘associated person’, and
– Failure by a ‘relevant body’ on whose behalf the associated person was

advising the taxpayer.
– Relevant body: company, partnership, etc.

• protected from liability if can prove
– it had reasonable prevention procedures in place or
– it was not reasonable to expect it to have any prevention procedures in

place

• Consideration of Bill currently suspended by UK election



Regulation through tax law – US

• Treasury Dept Circular No. 230 regulates agents representing taxpayers before
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
– Tax agents other than lawyers and public accountants must pass an IRS exam
– Circular 230 rules apply in addition to legal and accounting professional standards
– Independence: practitioners must avoid conflicts of interest between clients

• Former IRS employees may not represent a person within 2 years after leaving the
relevant part of the IRS Service

– Responsibility: a practitioner may not act on a return or claim for refund:
• if the practitioner knows or should know it contains

– an “unreasonable” position,
– a wilful attempt to understate tax or
– a reckless or intentional disregard of rules or regulations

• Practitioners may not give advice relying on the possibility that a matter will not be
audited by the IRS

– Circular formerly regulated certain tax opinions
• Reasonably correct facts, coverage of tax issues, disclosure of compensation

agreement all required



Regulation through tax law – US

• ‘Reportable transaction’ rules
– Similar to UK DOTAS rules
– Requires information about five categories of

transactions, including
• confidential transactions
• loss transactions

– Person who gives advice on a reportable transaction
implemented by a taxpayer, and receives fees above
stated limit is a ‘material advisor’

• Must file a return describing the transaction and its
benefits within 30 days



US tax regulation - enforcement

• IRS Office of Professional Responsibility enforces
Circular 230
– power to reprimand, suspend or disqualify a practitioner

from practicing in proceedings before the Treasury or the
IRS

– also has power to censure or reprimand a practitioner
• Penalty for material advisor failing to file a return

generally $50,000, but be increased to the greater of
$200,000 or 75% of the material advisor’s income from
the transaction

• There are cases in the US where taxpayers have
successfully sued lawyers and accountants who
promoted a tax shelter that was later overruled



Conclusions

• All countries studied have rules of independence and responsibility
for their professions with broadly similar basic elements
– But there are also significant differences of detail

• Even between professions within one country
– This can particularly give problems with tax planning being provided as

part of cumulated services co-ordinated by large, often multi-
functional professional firms

• Will often involve a range of professionals in different countries
taking very different roles in developing and implementing multi-
national commercial and investment structures

• In such cases there should be a common core of standards for
intermediaries giving tax advice



Conclusions

• An independently self-regulated profession for all intermediaries
giving tax advice can balance
– Public interest with need for independence of advisors from tax

authority
• Possible model of US Circular 230: for all those advising taxpayers

– Provides rules of conduct for all tax professionals
– Risk of conflict of interest where rules are operated by tax authority

• Limits credibility of the rules
• Puts independence of tax professionals at risk

– Special needs of tax and the public interest recognised in
• Rules on conflicts regarding advisors who have also worked for the

tax authority and as advisors
• Rules requiring tax advisors not to take unreasonably aggressive

positions



Conclusions

• German approach: a separate regulated tax advisor profession
– preserves independence
– risk of not including all professionals advising on tax

• UK approach: code of conduct for all tax advisors (PCRT)
• Including lawyers and accountants
• But voluntary

– Recent changes to the UK PCRT requiring advisors not to promote tax
plans that are highly aggressive or contrary to the clear intent of
Parliament

• show that independent professional regulators can develop rules of
conduct balancing the public interest with the interests of advisors
and their clients.



Recommendations

• EU level framework similar to Circular 230 or PCRT as a recommendation
for the implementation of best practice standards
– Scope could include the conduct of professionals giving advice on or helping to

implement tax structures that can be identified as potentially abusive on the
basis of criteria such as in

• Tax disclosure regimes or
• Former US ‘covered opinion’ rules

– Strengthen the credibility of the rules and of enforcement through use of a
separate independent self-regulator for professionals, rather than the
professionals’ representative body, as in the case of lawyers in UK, Cyprus and
other jurisdictions

– Difficult to have full legislation in this area at the Union level because of
differences in Member State professional structures and tax procedures

– A best-practice framework would offer valuable guidance
• Supported by peer-review evaluation mechanism



Recommendations

• Trade-offs to be
balanced between
– lower level, less

legally demanding
approaches, which
achieve a better
response from
compliant advisors,
and

– more legally stringent
approaches
pressuring non-
compliant advisors to
improve and move
down the pyramid



Other Recommendations

• Require use of disclosure of tax avoidance scheme rules
meeting minimum common standards
– Penalties for promoters failing to disclose schemes as required

need to be at a proportionate level to encourage compliance
• An offence for individual professionals assisting in tax evasion,

and also at the level of professional firms
• Strengthen tax good governance requirements for the

improvement of professional standards and standards for
exchange of information in tax havens

• Require transparency to encourage the improvement of
enforcement and its deterrent effect
– Improved public statistics on enforcement measures regarding

professionals advising on tax
• Ensure full advantage is taken of the inclusion of tax crimes as

predicate offences under the 4th AML Directive


